Girls School and Sport Shoe Requirements

It is a requirement of the College that students wear regulation footwear. The requirements listed below are to be followed when purchasing new shoes to wear at our College.

**SCHOOL SHOES**

Do not purchase the style of shoes pictured above. These shoes are NOT acceptable under WH&S regulations for a variety of reasons and they do not support the arch of the foot. Skate style shoes are not permitted! No zipper shoes are permitted!

Purchase shoes similar to the above shoes. These shoes meet College uniform standards and WH&S regulations. They are lace up, able to be polished and provide good arch support.

**SPORTS SHOES**

The above styles of shoes are not acceptable, Soft canvas shoes are not permitted. Shoes without laces are not acceptable. Sports shoes must have arch support and be suitable for vigorous physical activity.

The above shoes are acceptable. They have arch support and meet the College’s uniform standards and WH&S regulations. Primary students sports shoes need to be predominately white.